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QUESTION 1

You develop a SQL Server 2008 Reporting Services (SSRS) project. 

The report will display data from a SQL Server 2005 Analysis Services database. 

You need to ensure that the report displays member properties and extended properties. 

What should you do? 

A. Use the SQL Server data source. 

B. Use the SQL Server Analysis Services data source. 

C. Use the OLE DB for SQL Server data source. 

D. Use the OLE DB for the Analysis Services 8.0 data source. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

To render correctly the report with dataset for 25 column to Excel what would you use 

A. Matrix 

B. Rectangular 

C. Table 

D. Lists 

Correct Answer: C 

http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc966445.aspx 

Data Regions 

One of your first critical design decisions is which type of data region to use in your report. Reporting Services offers the
following types of data regions: 

Tables A table represents data, row by row. The columns are static in that they do not expand, but the rows expand
downward. Thus, as a table grows, it pushes the data beneath it downward. 

You can also group data within the table. 

Matrices 

A matrix, or crosstab, is like a table, but both columns and rows can expand to accommodate data. A matrix can push
other report objects downward and outward on the report page. You can group data and also nest columns and rows
within 

the matrix. 
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Lists 

A list is a freeform data region that is often used for creating forms. You can nest lists within lists to group data. 

Charts 

A chart is a graphical representation of data. Reporting Services offers a wide range of chart formats. Your choice of
data regions may depend on the type of data you are using, what you want the report to look like, and how you are
rendering 

the report. For example, reports rendered to Microsoft?Excel?tend to work better when using a table instead of a list. 

 

QUESTION 3

You develop a report by using SQL Server 2008 Reporting Services (SSRS). 

The report has a dataset that contains 25 columns of data. You plan to render the dataset to a Microsoft Office Excel
worksheet. 

You need to ensure that the report columns are properly aligned when rendering to Excel. 

Which type of data region should you use? 

A. List 

B. Table 

C. Rectangle 

D. Matrix 

Correct Answer: B 

Tables in reports are rendered as rows and columns of cells in Excel. Page breaks on report items inside a table cell are
ignored. 

Note: A data region is an area on a report containing data from a data source. Types of data regions are charts, lists,
tables, and matrices. 

Incorrect answers: 

List elements show only their contents. The list is rendered for each data row or data group in Excel. Items in the list are
positioned on the worksheet relative to their location in the report, which can lead to unexpected results. For this
reason, 

lists are not recommended for incorporation in reports designed to be rendered in Excel. 

Matrices in reports are rendered as a set of formatted cells in the Excel file, much like the report in HTML. Matrix
subtotals are not rendered as formulas, and the matrix is not rendered as an Excel PivotTable. Matrix data regions are
fully 

expanded when rendered in Excel. If you hide all or part of a matrix at design time, at run time the hidden property is
ignored and all rows and columns are visible in the report. 
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QUESTION 4

You are a database developer and you have about two years experience in creating business intelligence (BI) solutions
by using SQL Server2008. 

Now you are employed in a company which is named NaproStar and work as a developer of a SQL Server 2008
Integration Services (SSIS) for the company. 

To meet the business requirement, you use the SSIS to develop a package and use your local development
environment to test the package. 

Then the package is deployed to the file system in the production environment. After the deployment, the users notice
that the package contains no connection strings, which means the package gets a failure of the deployment. 

Now you are assigned a task to make sure that the package can be viewed and executed by changing the protection
level of the package. 

So of the protection levels of the package, which one would be used? 

A. EncryptAllWithPassword level would be used 

B. ServerStorage level would be used 

C. ServerChange level would be used 

D. DontSaveSensitive level would be used 

E. EncryptAllWithUserKey level would be used 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

You create a SQL Server 2008 Analysis Services (SSAS) solution. Your solution has a date dimension named Date
along with a hierarchy named Calendar. The Calendar hierarchy has levels for the Year, Quarter, Month, and Date
attributes. You need to create a named set that refers to the first seven months of the year 2007. Which expression
should you write for the named set? 

A. PeriodsToDate([DimTime].[Yr-Qtr-Mth].[Year], [DimTime].[Yr-Qtr-Mth].[Month].[July 2007]) 

B. PeriodsToDate([DimTime].[Yr-Qtr-Mth].[Month], [DimTime].[Yr-Qtr-Mth].[Month].[July 2007]) 

C. ParallelPeriod([DimTime].[Yr-Qtr-Mth].[Year], 7, [DimTime].[Yr-Qtr-Mth].[Month].[July 2007]) 

D. ParallelPeriod ([DimTime].[Yr-Qtr-Mth].[Month], 7, [DimTime].[Yr-Qtr-Mth].[Month].[July 2007]) 

Correct Answer: A 
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